HISTORY OF THE WORLD BEFORE AND AFTER
THE TIME OF THE GREAT FLOOD

PURPOSE
I have spent many years researching this subject and have compiled this document for the use
of those wishing to learn more about the creation of the human race in Africa before and
after the climate event referred to as the “Great Flood”.
The purpose of the document is for the reader to work through each section and click on the
hyperlinks to various websites and watch the relevant videos, films and documentaries in order
to gain the knowledge of our ancestors which governments have withheld for decades.
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1. THE CREATION OF HUMAN DNA
Research of the human genome has revealed an odd hidden code in our DNA.
The quantum of the information in our human DNA is comparably equal to 12 sets of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, an amazing 384 volumes-worth of detailed data that would fill 48
feet of required library shelves. All in all, it took about another 7,000 years to restore order
after the Great Flood.
The DNA specifically preserved by the Anunnaki creator god Enki was their own
human/Orion/Sirian/Pleiadian/reptilian DNA. (Interestingly this seems to be the DNA thread
found in many prominent world leaders.)
A brief analysis of the Anunnaki DNA is as follows. Our behaviour and appearance basically
depends on what proportion of DNA genes we have inherited from the above sets of genes:
the Orion brings out the feminine part; the Sirians are physically short, stocky, hairy and
mostly male orientated; the reptilians are aggressive/domineering; the Pleiadeans are even
tempered and tall with blue eyes and fair complexion. It would also seem that our RH
Negative blood group was inherited from reptilian DNA. (Source: Human DNA from Our
Ancestors from the Stars by June Rye, page 19.)
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Ancient Aliens: HIDDEN ALIEN CODE IN DNA UNCOVERED (Season 13) | History (25 Feb
2020) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZsgwt06K2o
Ancient Aliens: DNA Reveals Human/Alien Hybrids (Season 7) | History (12 Sept 2020)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BJ9I00k0Hk

2. THE ANUNNAKI – THE CREATION STORY
This is the history of the Celestial Family “The Anunnaki” (the creators of the Black race in
Africa) from the time they first arrived on Planet Earth. They came from their planet Nibiru in
their spaceships with 600 workers to search for gold on Planet Earth. Their family consists of
88 members (44 couples), each representing one of the constellations. This is explained in my
book Our Ancestors from the Stars.
The Anunnaki Chronicles by Zecharia Stichin will expand and enhance your understanding of
who the Anunnaki were and why they came here.
Further studies:
The Anunnaki Creation Story: The Biggest Secret in Human History – Nibiru is Coming (28
Feb 2018) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dfl4ZaiucpQ
The Anunnaki Gods: The Astronaut Gods of the Sumerians – Sumerian Mythology (2 Nov
2020) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uM9wnNqt-A
It is from Michael Tellinger’s lectures that we learn about the history of the Anunnaki in Africa:
Michael Tellinger : Stones circles et Anunnakis (19 Apr 2014)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3fTdSMzwxo
The following books are available about the Anunnaki:
Wars of the Anunnaki: Nuclear Self Destruction in Ancient Sumer by Chris H. Hardy, Ph.D.
Reign of the Anunnaki:The Alien Manipulation of our Spiritual Destiny by Jan Erik Sigdell
The Anunnaki of Nibiru: New World Order by Gerald Clark, MSEE PSI
The Anunnaki Chronicles by Zecharia Sitchin
445,000 years ago these “creator gods” – as they were called – came to Earth. They were
called the Anunnaki, which means “Those Who from Heaven to Earth Came”. They came from
a distant orbiting planet called Nibiru, which only entered Earth’s solar system every 3,600
years. Nibiru was many times the diameter of Earth, and abundant with iron oxide, making its
rivers and lakes appear red. A side note about Nibiru: According to the Sumerian tablets,
Nibiru’s atmosphere began to deteriorate and became a hostile place for life and, in order to
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restore it, they needed one important element for their atmosphere: gold. This was apparently
administered in the form of gold dust.
The lecture below is about what became known as “The Great Flood”, or what some believe
was the flood of the biblical character Noah’s day. (It is a great pity that they don’t mention
Africa at all):
Younger Dryas Explained – Graham Hancock, Randall Carlson (30 Jun 2021)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfrRaIhEWZY
Michael Tellinger finds giant body parts lying amongst the ancient stone circles in the
Transvaal, South Africa:
Michael Tellinger's presentation of the Anunnaki – Frequency Hz – napisy PL (5 May
2020) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTtgdrJ6vnI
(Establishing the Umbuntu movement is his destiny.)
Michael Tellinger | Ancient Artifacts, Mud fossils and Giants (19 Jun 2021)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZoki697b3w
The following lecture is about the rest of the world:
Michael Tellinger: Hidden Origins, Fossils of Giants and the Shift in Consciousness NEW
LECTURE (29 Sept 2018) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esBaHppmhTQ
About the Great Flood:
If we use the example of the biblical version of the Great Flood, Noah could not possibly have
taken all those animals on a boat; but how could a spaceship possibly be explained to the
people who would later learn this story? It is now known it was the DNA of the fauna and
flora species that was taken up in a spaceship and returned to Earth after the flood had
receded to start creating the humans and animals from their DNA all over again. Imagine
what a task it must have been to regenerate all those pairs of DNA! All in all, it took about
another 7,000 years to restore order after the flood.

3. THE HISTORY OF UFOS AND THE GOVERNMENT COVER-UP
The secret space program has been going on since after WW2 and below are several secret
Government files which have gradually been leaked to the public and updated over the
years. The following presentations are the earliest I could find and very informative. The
lectures below from 1988 have been buried very deep and are nothing like the wishy-washy
information which slowly started to come to light in the late 1990s.
UFO Coverup LIVE from 1988 (13 Dec 2016) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTU0pQ8Uic
Lectures 2 and 4 in the UFO cover-up videos concern hidden offshore money. At the demise of
the empire, City of London financial interests created a web of offshore secrecy jurisdictions
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that captured wealth from across the globe and hid it behind obscure financial structures in a
web of offshore islands. (See Part 4 Miscellaneous.)
Silence, cover-ups, formal denials, disinformation – anything goes when it comes to hiding the
truth from the general public. In countries all over the world, the army is known to hold back
top-secret information about UFOs.
From lectures 3 and 5 it is obvious that there had been a tremendous interest in the subject of
UFOs in the late 1980s, but then the interest in the subject was shut down (obviously
deliberately by our creators, and probably for the next generation to mature a little further).
Don’t forget, everything is programmed to happen at the right time. It is interesting to see that
the interest in the subject once again started up in the late 1990s, obviously for the actual
beginning of the Age of Aquarius 2000 AD-4000 AD – an age of enlightenment and personal
freedom, technology, medical research and individual spiritual awakening en masse.
Fast forward to 2021. I had to dig very deep to find the following five presentations:
The Most Important Alien Story NEVER Told | The UFO Conclusion | Absolute
Documentaries (25 Dec 2021) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qT44T64_2o
What is the alien agenda? Are UFOs real? And why has the government gone to such great
lengths to stifle the overwhelming evidence that there is life outside of Earth that exists? Some
of our greatest minds on the planet share the truth behind this massive cover-up. Stanton
Friedman is one of these people. Friedman is a top nuclear physicist who has appeared in
countless documentaries and TV programmes talking and sharing his expertise. Jim Mars also
speaks on this matter. Mars is the author of the top-selling non-fiction UFO book in the world,
Alien Agenda.
Powerful UFOs threatening the world's most dangerous nuclear bases? | Ancient Aliens
(19 Dec 2021) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tzp6vJ0SxZg
Ever since the first atomic bomb went off in 1945, UFOs have been spotted at nuclear
facilities across the world. Could this signal a threat to mankind? Personally I think we are
being warned (as children) not to play with fire. Also, regarding the alien crashed UFOs, the
aliens are so far advanced that they would certainly not allow themselves to be shot down,
except deliberately. The Soviet UFO, just like the Roswell incident, were allowed to be shot
down to allow us to have this advanced technology.
Navy pilots describe encounters with UFOs (17 May 2021)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBtMbBPzqHY
This is exactly the right time for this information to come out. The whole UFO concept had to
evolve slowly. Another generation had to grow up after the last war to be ready to move into
the beginning of this new age. The time had to arrive when it was time to move out of the
dogma of the Christian religion and into a new scientific, spiritual and space age.
Bob Lazar describes alien technology housed at secret S-4 base in Nevada – Part 5 (9 Nov
2019) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4UjqFaQq_7I
At one time Bob Lazar’s record was entirely wiped from the system.
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The Truth About Aliens & UFOS (Extraterrestrial Documentary) | Absolute Documentaries
(6 Oct 2021) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5-GF_jUhBY
In this absolutely ground-breaking documentary, we explore if extraterrestrial life really has
had a helping hand in shaping our civilization. We see and hear people's experiences with
extraterrestrial life, ranging from alien abduction, UFO sightings, and we even see real
footage from the air force showcasing abnormally large flying objects. This conversation goes
way deeper than whether you "believe" in aliens or not. This is the TRUTH about aliens, UFOs,
and extraterrestrial life.

BOOKS AND E-BOOKS
Earth: An Alien Enterprise: The Shocking Truth Behind the Greatest Cover-Up in Human History by
Timothy Good et al
This new volume tells the story of contact between aliens and humans from all across the
globe, dating back to 1932, including meetings with military personnel and American
presidents such as Eisenhower and Kennedy. For the first time, a former member of MI6
reveals her conversation with Neil Armstrong at a NASA conference, when he confirmed that
there were other spacecraft on the Moon when Apollo 11 landed in 1969. Armstrong also
confirmed that the CIA was behind the cover-up. In a further admission in December 2012,
Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev revealed that the president of Russia was given a
special top-secret folder that in its entirety contained information about aliens who have
visited our planet. Along with this, the president was given a report of the Special Service that
exercises control over aliens in our country: "I will not tell you how many of them are among us
because it may cause panic."
Alien Disclosure at Area 51: Dr, Dan Burisch Reveals the Truth about ETs, UFOs and MJ-12 by C.
Ronald Gardner
This is the true story of microbiologist Dr. Dan Burisch and his encounters at Area 51 S4 with JRod, an alien from the Zeta Reticuli star system whose UFO crashed in Kingman, Arizona. With
the implicit consent of the most powerful and secretive organization in the US government,
Majestic 12 (MJ-12).
Technology of the Gods – The incredible Sciences of the Ancients by David Hatcher
Childress (This book is free on Amazon’s Audible trial.)
Childress opens the door to the amazing world of ancient technology, from the computers of
the ancient world to the “flying machines of the gods”. The book explores the technology that
was allegedly used in Atlantis and the theory that the Great Pyramid of Egypt was originally
a gigantic power station. From beginning to end, the book is filled with facts, keen
observations and tales that challenge modern assumptions in a humorous, intelligent and
compelling way.
UFOs and the National Security State: The Cover-Up Exposed (Volume l: 1941-1973 | Volume
2: 1973-1991) by Richard M. Dolan disclosure
This is a two-part detailed chronological narrative of the national security dimensions of the
UFO phenomenon from 1941 to the present. Working from hundreds of declassified records
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and other primary and secondary sources, Dolan centres his investigation on the American
military and intelligence communities, demonstrating that they take UFOs seriously indeed.
A Gift From The Stars: Extraterrestrial Contact and Guide of Alien Races by Elena Danaan
The true story of an alien abduction. Abducted by Greys as a child and rescued in the process
by benevolent aliens, this amazing book is enriched by the author’s amazing illustrations and
information of 110 different alien races involved with our planet.

DOCUMENTARIES AND FILMS
The following films are on YouTube and/or Amazon. They are NOT fiction.
Unacknowledged: An expose of the World’s Greatest Secret (FULL MOVIE) (29 Oct 2020)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7HXocgnExw
Above Majestic (30 Oct 2018) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hTrReApG9I
UFO Insiders: Cosmic Top Secret (2019) https://www.amazon.co.uk/UFO-Insiders-CosmicSecretRegion/dp/B0007TKNX8/ref=sr_1_3?crid=3BQSTIU2QJUHR&keywords=cosmic+top+secret
+documentary&qid=1648569209&sprefix=cosmic+top+secret+documentary%2Caps%2C4
6&sr=8-3
Close Encounters Of The Fifth Kind: Contact Has Begun (1 Jan 2021)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyKb-HpYZNs
4. MISCELLANEOUS
Past Present And Future Pt 2 (22 Sept 2017)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFjBxP5hiM4&list=PLJKGAzQ1NNX5ttlqZkdQVGVJva9G1cUu&index=3
Past Present And Future Part 4 (15 Jan 2018)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HukRosGibyM
Parts 2 and 4 about the bankers and the Illuminati were presented 34 years ago.
The Spider's Web: Britain’s Second Empire | Documentary Film (14 Sept 2018)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=np_ylvc8Zj8
At the twilight of the British Empire, bankers and accountants from the City of London set up a
spider’s web of offshore secrecy jurisdictions that captured wealth
from across the globe and funnelled it to London.
Early Christians Lived Underground at Cappadocia, Turkey – Biblical Evidence (25 Jun
2020) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCV8yqQtQU0
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The Christians could not possibly have built these caves. They were an uneducated, peaceful
people. How would they have been able to feed themselves, go to the toilet, etc? These caves
must have been built thousands of years before Christianity.
Inside Lalibela, the mysterious holy site visited by 200,000 Ethiopian Christians (25 Dec
2020) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=excYNB26fhs
Ancient Aliens: Secret Crop Circle Messages (Season 10) | History (14 Nov 2019)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9WNFqo2zQI
Ancient Aliens: Great Pyramid's Shocking Precision (Season 12) | History (7 Dec 2019)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDgr4uvet-g
Clever gods!
Ancient Aliens: SECRET UNDERWATER ALIEN BASE FOUND (Season 6) | History (7 Jan
2021) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3Gly4hncdQ
Very spooky!
Did The Soviet Union Discover Aliens In The Deepest Lake In The World? | UFOs: The Lost
Evidence (21 Sept 2020) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVq7gBH70WE
Under the waters of Lake Baikal in 1982, seven Russian divers were exploring the world
deepest freshwater lake on a research mission, but 50 metres underwater, strange humanoid
creatures appeared and, in an attempt to capture one of them, all the divers were pushed up
to the top by an unknown force. Who were these creatures and what can we learn from this
encounter?
The Hidden History of Petra (14 Jan 2021)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5QdKNyrpWA
On page 70 in The Dawn of the Age of Aquarius I describe how I saw a vision of the
front of “The Treasury” being built. I have recently “seen” an ancient thermal
boring device that melts away granite.
Graham Hancock Explains the Mysteries of Atlantis and Gobekli Tepe (23 Nov 2020)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVfttDdtN2A
UFO sighting in Antarctica | The Proof is Out There (9 Oct 2021)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UEE4xXmJuQo
Rumours are rife that aliens inhabit the continent of Antarctica, but is it true? This
episode explores the icy wilderness to find out. (S12 E1)
Ancient Aliens: Full episodes list
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=ancient+aliens+full+episodes+playlist
14 Most Advanced Robots Doing Complicated Actions in 2021 [Humanoid Robots, Robot
Dogs And More] (11 Dec 2021) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mf2rvZ7Uv4s
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Shattering cancer with resonant frequencies: Anthony Holland at TEDxSkidmoreCollege
(23 Dec 2013) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1w0_kazbb_U
Go inside the vault holding our doomsday food supply (22 Oct 2015)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yr5yzzaXnKw
Inside the doomsday bunker for the super-rich (6 Jul 2020)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TX1sRxCrduA

5. THE GALACTIC FEDERATION
NASA's newest Earth-observing satellite was launched in December 2021. Our space program
(NASA) is still in its infancy. It is probably 1,000 years behind what you are about to learn in
this section. They are exactly at the stage when we were getting rid of the horse and buggy
and buying our first motor car from Mr Ford.
The following videos by Dr Michael Salla explain what is actually happening behind the
scenes on the Galactic front. Dr Michael Salla is an internationally recognised scholar in
international politics, conflict resolution and US foreign policy. He is more well known as a
pioneer in the development of 'exopolitics', the study of the main actors, institutions and
political processes associated with extraterrestrial life.
Did Bezos, Branson & Musk secretly travel to Jupiter for negotiations with the Galactic
Federation? (17 Aug 2021) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NujjT7HPB9Y
Official Trailer for Galactic Federations, Councils & Secret Space Programs Webinar (28
Sept 2021) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JAjCgeT_v4
Space Arks and the Arriving ET Seeders (27 Mar 2022)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzw0iUjJNLY
The following link is to Dr Salla’s website: https://exopolitics.org/about/
My apologies for featuring this again but it is to remind you that we really do live in
a simulated reality where everything has always happened for a reason. There will never be
peace on Earth. Earth is a school.
COINCIDENCE proves we live in a Simulated Reality (27 Jun 2017)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQHHvhRdW9w
In closing, I am leaving you with this amusing little quote which comes from page
135 of Pat Lee’s Extraterrestrial Compendium, and it is on the last page of Our
Ancestors from the Stars:
“Humans comprise many sub-races and cultures of people. They communicate through different
spoken languages and have under-developed telepathic capabilities. Humans on earth are a
very young race with rudimentary technology, still largely mechanical and powered by
combustion of fossil fuels. Only recently have concerned efforts been made to look at
alternative sustainable technologies. Humans are also probably the only race in the galaxy
using monetary system, something other intelligent extraterrestrials have long since
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abandoned. Mostly unaware of anything beyond their immediate world, humans routinely kill
each other to satisfy emotional, political and physical needs.”
Kind regards,
June Rye
Author of Our Ancestors From the Stars and The Dawn of the Age of Aquarius
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